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One Thing Remains: 

One Couple's Traumatic
Encounter with Amnesia
and Their Life-Changing
Journey to Restoration



God does not intend for you to live a stress-

filled life

How to accept suffering and learn to suffer well

A total reset in your relationships is possible

Community is essential

God's Word is alive and can never be taken

away from deep inside of us

One Thing Remains will show you how to truly find

yourself - without having to lose your mind in the

process. Through their transparent and raw story,

you'll learn:

A transforming adventure and fresh wind of

excitement awaits you through this powerful and

compelling story of brokenness to complete

restoration!

David and Shannon were living the typical

stressed-out, busy, rat-race of American

life until it all suddenly caught up with

them and devastated everything. David's

mind became broken with amnesia and

their world, as they knew it, turned upside

down. Being everything to everyone and

doing "all the things" is a real and

prevalent pressure among most families

today. The financial, career, family and

relationship demands add immense stress.

In this book, you'll see how David and

Shannon were able to overcome these

patterns, change their lives and find true

peace through the gift of amnesia.
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TESTIMONIALS
PRAISE

“One Thing Remains is a powerful testimony of faith. It is so 
much more than a gripping story; it is a testimony of the power 

of God’s Word. You will be so blessed by their story.”
 

“What an amazing story of the power of God’s Word. In the 
beginning was the Word, and the Carroll’s remind us that’s where 

we should return daily.”
 

“Redemptive chaos. An unexpected journey navigated beautifully 
by the grace of God. David and Shannon’s story proves that truly 
nothing is wasted. When our lives are surrendered to an infinitely 

good God, He will bring us through the most difficult, refining 
circumstances and use them for good. David and Shannon held 

onto the Word of God (or maybe it held onto them) in such a 
beautiful way throughout amnesia. This book is a raw glimpse of 
what stress can do to our bodies, and a practical tool for keeping 

our eyes on Jesus, whose burden is light.”
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